FIRST Washington supports and engages today’s tech-native youth with a league of their own, inspiring them to build on their passions and preparing them to be the STEM leaders of tomorrow. Expanding their worlds. Getting their hands dirty.

FIRST Washington ignites youthful minds through education, hard work, mentorship, and healthy competition.

Just as important, participants are integrated into a fun, team-based learning environment created to encourage their interests, teach the benefits of collaboration, boost self-confidence, and illuminate the exciting world of STEM study and careers.

At FIRST Washington, we sum it up this way:

What’s going to be happening next in STEM is happening here.
Dear Friends,

It is our pleasure to share FIRST Washington’s impact for 2016-2017.

FIRST (For the Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) Washington inspires young people ages 6-18 to be science and technology leaders by engaging them in the sport of science, technology and teamwork through fun and challenging robotics programs and competitions. Our exciting mentor-based programs build STEM skills, inspire innovation, and foster well-rounded life skills including self-confidence, communication, and leadership.

We serve 10,791 youth on 1,034 teams across the four programs and we are the largest afterschool STEM program in Washington. FIRST programs rely on our amazing volunteer network of more than 5,500 individuals giving generously of their time and talents throughout the season. And of course, all of these efforts are made possible by the support of hundreds of individuals, companies, and foundations across Washington as well as our partnerships with the Washington State Legislature, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, and FIRST.

In FIRST Washington’s programs, industry mentors, teachers and parents team up with students not only to build robots, but to cultivate self-confidence and respect, and to teach youth the skills necessary to be the next generation of innovators and community leaders.

At a time when STEM jobs are plentiful, the numbers of students earning STEM degrees and certificates in Washington has not kept pace with demand. FIRST Washington programs will help close this gap by inspiring students to pursue post-secondary education and training in STEM. Evaluations show students who take part in FIRST programs are 50% more likely to go to college and twice as likely to pursue science or engineering degrees.

Thank you for joining us in the sport of science, technology and teamwork! We are grateful your partnership as we work together to bring FIRST programs to the over 1.1M youth in Washington State. Your support is changing lives!

With gratitude,

Conrad Ball
Chair, FIRST Washington

Erin McCallum
President, FIRST Washington
Our Impact

1,712 Volunteers who reinforce and augment our ranks

3,877 Coaches and mentors who support our students

580,669 Hours donated to FIRST Washington

10,791 Young people ages 6-18 years old on FIRST teams

1,034 Teams across our state in 4 tiers of FIRST programs
Our Reach

**FIRST** Washington Teams 2016-17 by Region

**FIRST** Washington Teams 2016-17 by Program
Our Professional Development

After receiving OSPI funding to launch a statewide STEM Robotics 101 (Robo101) Professional Development (PD) program in FY15/16, FIRST Washington partnered with private funders and local school districts to continue this impactful training throughout this past year. During FY16/17, FIRST Washington sponsored two different PD opportunities for teachers:

STEM Robotics 101 Introductory PD
This two-day workshop equips teachers with the resources and skills to become their school’s new STEM teacher by providing a hands-on introduction to Computer Science (CS) and STEM which is approachable for teachers and students alike. Teachers learn to build and program LEGO® robots, customize the free STEM Robotics 101 curriculum resources and adopt FIRST LEGO® League (FLL) as a leadership activity. During FY16/17, 131 teachers were trained during 10 workshops at five sites around the state.

STEM Robotics 101 Advanced Topics PD
This one-day workshop invites Robo101 Intro graduates back to share their experience in implementing STEM Robotics 101 in their classroom, resolve any curriculum/pedagogy/classroom management issues and dig deeper into the STEM/CS capabilities of the LEGO® platform and Robo101 resources. Topics include advanced programming, data logging and an in-depth FLL primer. During FY16/17, 65 teachers were trained during five workshops at three sites around the state.

Participant feedback has been overwhelmingly positive, with comments including:

“This has been one of the best professional development opportunities in my 25 years of teaching.” - Attendee, Richland

“I learned so much during these two days. I appreciate the many and diverse resources provided for STEM Robotics 101.” - Attendee, Lacey

“Great course! I wish I had had this 10 years ago instead of trying to put it all together myself.” - Attendee, Kent

“This was a fantastic collection of resources and this was incredibly well-presented! I don’t think I’ve ever learned this much in two days before in my life!” - Attendee, Vancouver
# Our Financials

## Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributed Revenue</td>
<td>$1,238,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Revenue</td>
<td>$416,885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Kind Donations</td>
<td>$219,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events</td>
<td>$116,757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Revenue:** $1,991,820

## Expense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Expense</td>
<td>$1,476,673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising Expense</td>
<td>$169,147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Expense</td>
<td>$100,805</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Expense:** $1,764,625

---

Note: These numbers do not include funds in team booster accounts.
Our Donors

Visionary
($500,000 and above)
Washington State Legislature

Mastermind
($100,000 - $499,999)
Argosy Foundation
Autodesk, Inc.
The Boeing Company
Daimler Trucks North America
Microsoft

Genius
($50,000 - $99,999)
Aven Foundation
The Bezos Family Foundation
Google
Lam Research Foundation
Intellectual Ventures
Google
The Bezos Family Foundation
Aven Foundation
Microsoft

Inventor
($25,000 - $49,999)
Anonymous, Seattle
Foundation
CenturyLink
F5 Networks
First Tech Credit Union
Mentor Graphics Foundation
Tesorio, FRC 2980, FRC 4173
FIRST Washington Board of Directors

Engineer
($10,000 - $24,999)
Alaska Airlines
Bamford Foundation
Conrad Ball, Boeing Gift
Matching
Bechtel Foundation
Community Foundation of North Central Washington
The Community Foundation of South Puget Sound, FRC 5295
and FRC 4450
Harvest Foundation
Ken Johnston, Microsoft Matching, FLL 9697
Tammy King, Microsoft Matching, FRC 2930
Microchip Technology, Inc.
Dan Rosenstein, Microsoft Matching, FTC 11487
Kevin Ross and Sue Adams
Symbolic LLC
Xerox
Yakima Valley Community Foundation

Partner
($5,000 - $9,999)
Anonymous
Archibald Charity Foundation
Pat Atkinson
Avista Foundation
Bonnieville Power
Administration
Carlos and Marjorie Blanco,
Boeing Gift Matching
C&C, Inc., FRC 3574
Haichen Chang, Microsoft
Matching, FRC 2976
Cimtech, Inc.
Shawn Davis, Microsoft Matching,
FLL 13396
Lynne Dong, Microsoft Matching,
FTC 11138
FLIR Systems
Dennis Garrett, Boeing Gift
Matching, FRC 3574, FTC 11109
James Hunt, FRC 2980
Hyster-Yale
Ali Khaki, Microsoft Matching,
FLL 17513
Linn Larsen, LLC

Collaborator
($1,000 - $4,999)
Ronald Aigner, Microsoft Matching,
FRC 11104
AndyMark, Inc.
Astrons Technologies
Auvsi Cascade Chapter
Anuj Bansal, Microsoft Matching,
FLL 10720
Batelle Foundation Fund
Bellevue Sunrise Rotary,
FTC 9915
Sherry Zins Calvert
Stephen Bennison, Boeing Gift
Matching, FRC 1318
William Bigbee-Hansen, Boeing
Gift Matching, FRC 3786
John and Marion Brooks,
FTC 4216
Malik Bulusu, Microsoft Matching,
FTC 9915
Curtis Burnett
Malcom Burnett, In Honor of
Margarita Burnett-Thomas
Caterpillar, Inc.

WHY I DONATE...
At Century Link, we are proud to support FIRST Washington. We are excited and inspired by a program where every student has the chance to go pro and we look forward to a future generation of STEM leaders ready to go to work in our community!
- Kerry Zimmer, Marketing and Public Relations Manager, West Region, Century Link

Brendan Jiang, Microsoft Matching,
FLL 26701
Sunil Kadam, Microsoft Matching,
FLL 16605
Srinivas Kandibanda, Microsoft
Matching
Kent Chamber of Commerce
Rohit Koppal, Microsoft Matching,
FLL 28042
Leif Kornstaedt, Microsoft
Matching, FTC 11104
Dharmesh Kumar, Microsoft
Matching
Jie Li, Microsoft Matching, FRC 3574
Li Li, Microsoft Matching, FLL 20770
Randall and Holly Lizy, Boeing
Gift Matching
Lucky Dog Casino, FRC 5295,
FLL Mason Cty.
MAJIQ
Maple Valley Vision Clinic
Carmen Marshall, Boeing Gift Matching
Marcie Maxwell
Erin and Dave McCallum
Chris McMuldroch, Boeing Gift Matching
Alida Mendes
Prakash Modi, Microsoft Matching, FTC 4918
Allyn Morris
Northwest Farm Credit Services, FRC 3575, 5920
Dan Nowlin, Boeing Gift Matching, FRC 3574
Oak Harbor Education Association, FRC 2980
Allen Brown S.T.E.A.M. Inspiration Fund of the Oregon Community Foundation, FRC 4918
Joji Oshima, Microsoft Matching, FTC 11487
Jeff Parker
Kelly Parriott
Philips Ultrasound
Andrew Pilloud
HaiFeng Ping, FLL 25312
Pioneer Community Kiwanis, FRC 5295
PNNL
Power Foundation
Matthew Prall, Microsoft Matching
Puget Sound Energy Foundation
Dilip Radhakrish, Microsoft Matching, FLL 23978
Kumar Rajeew, Microsoft Matching, FTC 10197
Robert and Margo Ralphs, Boeing Gift Matching, FRC 2980, 1318
Red Lion Hotels
Gautam Reddy, Microsoft Matching, FLL 25050
Jason Reiner, Microsoft Matching, FLL 6438
Charles Richards, Boeing Gift Matching
Dennis Rogalsky, FRC 4173
Daniel Roth, Microsoft Matching, FLL 27038
Mahmoud Saleh, Microsoft Matching, FLL 4054
Stefan Sarou, Microsoft Matching
Parichay Saxena, Microsoft Matching, FLL 6778
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories
Mahendra Sekaran, Microsoft Matching
Parthiv Shah, Microsoft Matching, FLL 27829
Peiqi Shen, Microsoft Matching, FLL 25312
Stewart and Julie Shusterman, FRC 3574
Arlo Siemsen, Microsoft Matching, FTC 11104
Atul Sikaria, Microsoft Matching, FLL 23223
Fred Silberberg, Microsoft Matching
Skagit Community Foundation
Skokomish Tribe Snap-Raise SPEEA
Xun Sun, Microsoft Matching, FLL 14078
Tech Mahindra Americas, FTC 11123
Ariel Thomas, FRC 4180
Bernie Thompson, FRC 1899
Dave Thompson and Judy Jesiolowski
Vicki Thompson, Amazon Matching, FRC 2928
Alex Tokman
Tulalip Tribes Charitable Contributions
Wei Tung, Microsoft Matching, FTC 11138
US Bank Foundation
Vanguard, FRC 2907, 2046, 1318
Patrick Volk
Randall Wang, Boeing Gift Matching, FRC 1318
Washington Opportunity Scholarship
Noah Wass, FRC 6343
Christoph Wimmer
Windermere Real Estate – Whidbey Island, FRC 2980
Guoguang Zhang, Microsoft Matching
Jiannen Zheng, Microsoft Matching, FRC 3543
Randall Alley
Diane Bradley
Sreedevi Changanti, Microsoft Matching, FTC 9455
Geoff Deane, FLL 13396
Atul Desai, Microsoft Matching
Cathy and Larry Ellis, FTC 9865
$500 - $999 (Cont.)

Chuanxin Fang, Microsoft Matching, FLL 27833
Heidi Fuhs
Garfield-Palouse FFA, FRC 5920
Gig Harbor Kennel Club, FRC 3574
Brad Gile
Evan Goldring, Microsoft Matching
Sri Gorantla, Microsoft Matching
Naveen Gupta, Microsoft Matching
Anita Johnson, FRC 2980
Pramil Kuchhal, FLL 17630
Wei Li, Microsoft Matching, FLL 26701
John Luetke, FRC 4180
Javadi Prasanna Kumar, Microsoft Matching, JrFLL 10574
Nancy Rickert, FRC 4911
Brad Turner, Microsoft Matching
Rajagopal Venkatachalam, Microsoft Matching
Jamie Wang, Microsoft Matching, FTC 9915
Washington Women’s Foundation, FRC 2910
Ashwini Varma, Microsoft Matching, FTC 9915
Quan Wang, Google Matching, FTC 12089
Michael Westfall
Judy Wu, Microsoft Matching, FLL 26221
Xing Wu, Microsoft Matching, FLL 26701
Shuang Yang, Microsoft Matching, FTC 12089
Lanfang You, Microsoft Matching, FLL 27833
June Yu, Microsoft Matching, FLL 27833

$1 - $499

Neeraja Aaburu, Microsoft Matching
Frances Abraham, Microsoft Matching, JrFLL 10574
Mythri Achar, FRC 1318
Steve Addison
Indria Alase, FTC 9915
Brian Andrews
Sarah Arnold, FRC 2980
Matt Bahr
Denise Bailey, FTC 4180
Mark Baldridge
Lynette Bankowski, FTC 2980
Christy Barwick
Scott Beaucene
Erica Beckstrom
Edward Belcher
Callie Bendickson
Alisha Benson
Tim Berg
Zigman Berg, FRC 2980
Demarco Best
Josh Binder
Rebecca Birch
Michelle Bomberger
Alex Booth, FRC 2046
Nancy Bouchard
Laurie Bradley, FLL 26070
Scott Bradley
Catherine Brazil
Kraig Brockschmidt
Jan Bronson, FRC 2980
Kelly Bryant, FRC 2980
Jerome Burkke, FTC 9865
Cedar Burnett, In Honor of Margarita Burnett-Thomas
Yan Ning Lynn Cai, FTC 9915
Jennifer Carlson
Shelly Carman, FRC 2980
Annie Cash, FRC 2980
Angel Castellanos, FRC 2980
Diana Cavanaugh
Marla Chandler
Patrick Chung, Microsoft Matching
Karen Clayton, FRC 2980
Molly von Mitschke Collande
Dagny Cook
Thomas Cotter
Coupville Lions Club, FRC 2980
Julie Courtney
Mark Cousino
Lynette Damir, FTC 4180
Steve Day
Jenn Dean
Sandra Dempsey
Kerry DenHerder
Thomas DeSilva
Deborah Deweber, Microsoft Matching
Jaennae Dinius
April Doiron, FTC 3574
Donol Fosseen
Noelle Foster
Diana Franklin
Friends of Ferris, FRC 5111
Susan Fritz, FRC 1318
Charles Gagnon, Microsoft Matching
Jianxia Gao, Microsoft Matching, FTC 9865
Jacqueline Gao, Microsoft Matching, JrFLL 19341
Randy Gardner
David Gates, FRC 2980
Nicolas Gaune
Stephanie Geb, FRC 2980
Peter Gelpi
James Gingrich
Lynn Goebel, FRC 2980
Jack Goldberg, FRC 4180
Charleson Gray
Peggy Gray
Greater Spokane Incorporated
Dan Grinnell
Regina Grubb
Radu Gruian, Microsoft Matching
Zhong Guo
Don Hacherl
K Diane Haelsig
Jennifer Hagander-Luanava
Janie Hallstrand, FRC 4180
Vijay Hampapur, Microsoft Matching, FLL 23344
John Haren
Scott Harrison, FRC 1318
Maxmore Hatfield, FRC 4180
John Hazelett
Lisa Hiliarnon, FTC 9915
Chris Helms, Microsoft Matching, FRC 492

Highlighted Teams

Ballard High School’s Viking Robotics 2928 claimed a first-place win at the 2017 World Competition in Houston, TX in May as part of a four-team alliance.

9915 Robo Thunder, a two-year-old team from Bellevue, captured first place in its division and second place as part of an alliance at the World Competition in Houston, TX.

Congratulations are also in order for:

FRC Pacific Northwest District Championship - 2046 Bear Metal
FTC State Championship - 8693 Scarabs
Eastern WA FLL State Championship - 17031 The LEGO Chefs
Western WA FLL State Championship - 25050 Uffy Society
$1 - $499 (Cont.)

Stephen Hinds, FTC 9865
Patrick Hobday, FRC 2929
Eric Hofbeck
Krista Holland, FRC 4180
Todd Hollander, Boeing Gift Matching, FLL 23816, JrFLL 4456
Hometask
Hotstart, Inc.
Deborah Howard, FTC 9865
Adam Huson, F5 Networks Matching, FRC 2149
Marie Hutchins
Clarence Ince, T-Mobile Matching, FRC 2980
Indi and Co. Marketing
Integrus Architecture
Stacy Irwin
Jamberry, FRC 2990
Leah Johnson
Rick Jones
Peter Jungmann
Just Give
Rajes Kamath, Microsoft Matching, FLL 27038
Randall Kellar, Boeing Gift Matching
Pierre Kiami, FTC 4042
Steve Kidd
Kayla King, Puget Sound Energy Foundation Matching
Sam Kirschbaum, Microsoft Matching
Kiwanis Club of Oak Harbor, FRC 2980
Ted Koehn
Senator Patty Kuderer
Deepak Kumar, Microsoft Matching
Renata Kurpiaez, FTC 11109
Jasmine Lai
Carl Lawrence, FRC 4180
David Laub
The Lego Chefs
Ana Lewis
Marylou Lewis, FRC 1318
Stacie Lewis, FRC 2980
John Lian, Microsoft Matching
Angela Lindsey, FRC 2980
Rob and Meg Lindsay
Matt Lobeck
Alex Long
Sandie Lord
Heidi Lovett
Pamela and Charles Lund
Kenneth Luthy and Sara Siemens-Luthy
Amber Lyman, FRC 2980
Jeff Mack
Collette Maclean, FRC 4180
Chad Magendanz
Sivaganesh Maharajan, FTC 9915
Caroline Maillard, Boeing Gift Matching, FRC 2980
Alexander Mamishev
Stuart Marshall
J. Marehalli, FLL 23344
Tola Marts
Megan McNiff
Patrick McNiff
Matt and Bobbie Medlin
Kristine Meyer
Mirlanda Maza-Sparks, FRC 3574, FTC 11109
Colleen McAleer
DeShay McCluskey
Karen Merz
Lynda Milsich, FRC 2980
Miles Sand and Gravel, FRC 2980
Jeffrey Miller, Boeing Gift Matching
Mike Miller
Elisha Mitchell, FLL 11388
Subhabrata Mondal, FTC 9915
Michelle Morris, FTC 417
JoAnn Mortenson
Kimberly Motonaga
Christine Mueller
Janna Mundinger
Joseph Mundinger
Chandru Narayan
Eric Nelson
Dan Newby
David Nicacio, FRC 4180
Gayle Noll
Danilo Ocho, FRC 2980
Joe O’Konek
Garrett Olsen, FTC 11109
Craig O’Neill
Teofila Orhua, FTC 1318
Erick Ozburn, Microsoft Matching, FRC 5941
Jakob & Staci Packebush
Olga Pechuk, FLL 17513
Cynthia Pedigo
Suzanne Phay, FRC 2980
Katie Phillips, FRC 2980
John Platt, Microsoft Matching, FTC 9915
Sarah Pohlmann, FTC 9865
Allen Pollikowski
Cristina Prince, FRC 4180
Private Money Capital
Penelope Lora Ramirez
Katherine Rask, FTC 9915
Kelly Reed
Terrance Rinehart
Marcel Rivard, FTC 417
Cristina Roark
Barry Rodda
Rita Rogers
Ellen Rowland, FTC 9915
Augusto Ruiz
Lorry Ruml
Liska Rutherford, FLL 11388
Eric Sabetti, Microsoft Matching, FTC 417
Naria Santa Lucia
Sriram Sarda, Microsoft Matching, JrFLL 4249
Kalyani Sattiraju, FTC 1318
Bruce Schafer
Tami Schwartz
Bradley Scott, FLL 26070
SCTE Mt. Rainier Chapter
Ernest Sears, FRC 2980
Melanie Shaffer, FRC 4180
Baohai Shao, FTC
Anshu Sharma, FTC 9915
Jon Sheriff
Joseph Shouse, FRC 3393
Touk Sinantha
Kulwinder Singh, Microsoft Matching, FLL 23344
Rajesh Singh, FLL 13396
James Sisneros
Vandana Slatter
Zinta Smidchens, FTC 4042
Graham Smith
Naomi Snyder, FRC 2980
Daniel Soeland
St. George’s School
Chris Stalter, Itron Matching
Stephanie Steinbrecher, FRC 2980
Ryan Stemkoski
Kyle Stevens, Boeing Gift Matching
Rhonda Stevens, FRC 2980
Dixie Strunk
Perry Stultz, Microsoft Matching
Nicholas Stumpf
Tableau
Daniel and Cathy Taftin
Jennifer Taftin
Curtis Takahashi
Ellen Tan, FRC 4180
Tektronix
Mark Thompson, FRC 2928
Mikel Thompson
Gretchen Thomsen
Patricia Leon Tomic
Doug Tolmie
TripWire
Brian Turner
Ellen Turner, In Honor of Ryan & Karen Kenney, and Eric Turner
Ivy Turner
Jim Vaux
Ram Venkatapaa, FTC 10424
Brigitta Vermesia
Keith Vernon, FLL 11388
Brett and Halli Waldbaum, Microsoft Matching, FLL 23816, JrFLL 4456
Dee Walsh
Le-Ching Wang, FLL 13396, 11388
Terry Wang, FTC 9915
Waste Management, FRC 2980
Jack Waters
Kevin Watson
Maria Weber, FRC 4180
Wendy Weiker
Joan Weisenblooo
Barry Weiss
Michael Welch, FRC 1318
Andrew Wesley, FRC 2980
Clyde Westrom, FRC 4180
Neva White
Jill Wilker, Microsoft Matching
Carolyn Wolfe
Robin Wolterman, FRC 5020
Brett Wortzman
Chandra Wu
Pin Wu, Microsoft Matching, FLL 26701
Tony Wulfing
Eliyas Yakub, FRC 2976
Andrew Yeckel, FRC 2928
Zaches Family Charitable Fund, FTC 3574
Xiang Zeng, FLL 23344
Mark Zoffel
WHY I SERVE...

I became fascinated with science and technology at an early age, dreaming of one day becoming an astronaut and travelling through space. Well, something didn’t quite work out (yet) with that aspiration. FIRST is the program I wish I had in school. It engages our youth in a way that expands their abilities to solve complex, technological problems. I believe FIRST can unlock the potential in all young people to follow and achieve their dreams.

-Curtis Takahashi, FIRST Washington Board Member and Nonprofit Professional

- 12-29 Hours

Greg Albas
Nicholas Abercrombie
Todd Abell
Chad Abramson
Meaher Aerzon
Nancy Anher
Mohammed Al Burakh
April Abbers
Travis Abbes
Mary Albertson
Mehraz Alibakd
Mujtaba Al-Jabberi
Jennifer Allen
Nawaf Alzbtbi
Jackson Aligg
Prabhat Ali
Cesar Alvarez
Bret Anderson
Daniel Anderson

Vikas Amrannder
Arvind Arora
Hritik Arasu
Elia Ashford
Eric Av
Sach Baidury
Jesse Bahr
Brian Baker
Colin Baker
Ann Baleskett
Arya Baringe
Chris Barrett
Cly Bistalt
Dan Bistalt
Heather Bates
Tim Bates
Cassidy Baumgartner
Robert Baumgartner
Genevieve Beaulieu
Ulrike Becker-Kornsattel
Lisa Bedwell
Zach Beech
Monica Bell
Matt Bennett
Holy Berchtell-Hall
Jadon Berger
Tim Blanchard
Heather Blomsen
Gabrielle Blakemore
Bruce Blodzoek
Cory Bloomquist
MIkayla Bliomquist
Naveen Bohra
VJ Bolton
Heather Boomer
Cristina Borsan
Dan Bott
John Botlotten
Kris Bouck
Leo Bouque
Luke Bowler
Katie Boyd
Birch Boyer
Caden Boyer
Jim Boyle
Ketsy Brou
Amanda Broudy
Ted Bramble
Scott Brees
Stephanie Breitler
Anton Brielter
Cv Brigger
Sarah Brigger
Stephanie Brigittler
Tristan Brigittler
Drew Britten
Nick Brizzi
Peter Brizzi
Gus Brook
Magdalena Brooks
Karen Brown
Ruth Buck
Kate Burchill
Lane Burke
Ricky Buckett
Lisa Burnett
Matt Burene
Evelyn Buschur
Nathaniel Buter
Young Byron
David Byrne
Barbara Cahill
Kylie Cahill
Eric Callabrese
Mike Calvert
Anthony Cardinal
Toni Carstens
Marlie Carrine
Sean Cassidy
Madlin Chandler
Grace Chang
Sadie Chaukhy
Andrew Chauvin
Brent Chavunin
Daniel Chavunin
Kwos-teen Chen
WHY I MENTOR...

I like the way FRC has a new challenge every year for our students. Students use critical thinking, problem-solving skills, and work as a team to build a robot for the competition. Just the excitement in the student’s eyes when they are competing at one of the tournaments is priceless. We work as mentors to guide the students to build their robot for the competition. We help with the concept of the students and the robot builds it!

- Jesus Sustaita, Lead Mentor, Matbon LugNutz, FRC Team 3876
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Stay Connected!

@first_wa
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FIRSTWashington

FIRST Washington

21238 68th Avenue South
Kent, Washington 98032
Phone: (253)-236-9327
Website: www.firstwa.org